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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: Waterjet Cut Gray And White Flower Marble Mosaic For Wall/Floor Tile

Short Description:With advanced waterjet cutting technology, this stone

mosaic tile is made of gray and white marble mosaic to organize a

flower mosaic pattern. Intricate designs combine with the natural

beauty of marble to create a visually striking mosaic that easily

enhances the beauty of any wall or floor.

Model No.: WPM290

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: Grey & White

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Min. Order: 100 sq.m (1077 sq.ft)

Product Detail:

Product Description

If you are looking for a profound mosaic layout for your home decoration, this waterjet flower mosaic tile may

be a good choice. With advanced waterjet cutting technology, this stone mosaic tile is made of gray and

white marble mosaic to organize a flower mosaic pattern. Intricate designs combine with the natural beauty

of marble to create a visually striking mosaic that easily enhances the beauty of any wall or floor. We use

Italian Grey Marble, Nuvolato Classico Marble, and Thassos White Marble to make this beautiful waterjet tile

backsplash. Waterjet cutting technology ensures precise and detailed cuts, resulting in mosaics that exude art

and craftsmanship. The combination of gray and white marble adds depth and visual interest to your space,

creating a focal point that complements a variety of design styles, from modern to traditional. Each tile is

carefully crafted to deliver a flawless finish, adding a touch of luxury to your interior.
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Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Waterjet Cut Gray And White Flower Marble Mosaic For Wall/Floor Tile

Model No.: WPM290

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: Grey & White

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10 mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM290

Color: Grey & White

Material Name: Italian Grey Marble, Nuvolato Classico Marble, Thassos White Marble

Model No.: WPM286B

Color: White & Grey & Dark Grey

Marble Name: Crystal White Marble, Carrara Grey Marble, Wooden Grey Marble

Model No.: WPM128

Color: Grey & White

Marble Name: Thassos White Marble, Bardiglio Carrara Marble

Product Application

Renovate your kitchen or bathroom with a waterjet cut gray and white marble mosaic for a charming waterjet

tile backsplash. Intricate floral patterns add a sense of artistry and elegance, becoming a focal point that

enhances the overall design of the space. Grey mosaic tile sheets tiles and grey floor & wall tiles are ideal

materials for the kitchen and living areas since dark colors will conceal dirt and keep the stone surface clean

and tidy. On the other hand, the waterproof properties of mosaic tiles after sealing make them ideal for wet

areas such as showers or bath surroundings. The intricate floral pattern adds a luxurious touch to your wet



room space. Besides, install this mosaic marble tile as a feature wall or floor in commercial areas to create an

elegant and sophisticated atmosphere that will impress your guests and customers.

Whether used as a waterjet tile backsplash, gray mosaic tile pieces for floor and wall installations, or in a

variety of commercial spaces, these mosaic tiles can easily enhance the beauty of any interior. Enjoy the

luxurious and visually timeless of this gray and white flower marble mosaic tile creates.

FAQ

Q: What is waterjet cutting technology?

A: Waterjet cutting technology is an advanced cutting method that uses a high-pressure stream of water mixed with an

abrasive material to precisely cut through materials like marble. This technique allows for intricate and detailed designs,

such as the flower pattern on these mosaic tiles.

Q: Can the Waterjet Cut Gray And White Flower Marble Mosaic be used for both wall and floor installations?

A: Sure, these mosaic tiles are versatile and can be used for both wall and floor installations. The gray and white flower

pattern adds elegance and sophistication to any space, whether it's on the walls or floors.

Q: Are the gray and white flower patterns on the tiles pre-arranged in sheets?

A: Yes, the gray and white flower patterns on these mosaic tiles are pre-arranged in sheets with back meshes for easy

installation.

Q: Can I use these mosaic tiles to create a focal point in my space?

A: Definitely! The intricate gray and white flower pattern of these mosaic tiles makes them perfect for creating a focal

point in any space. Whether it's a feature wall in a living room or a statement floor in an entryway, these tiles will draw

attention and add a touch of artistic flair to your interior design.


